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SCP is Heading to Americaâ€™s Finest City for the 2018
ACEP Scientific Assembly
SCP is preparing to head to San Diego â€“ Americaâ€™s finest city â€“ for the 2018 ACEP Scientific
Assembly, October 1-4.

LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA
Schumacher Clinical Partners (SCP), one of the nation’s largest and fastest-growing
emergency medicine management companies, is preparing to head to San Diego –
America’s finest city – for the 2018 ACEP Scientific Assembly, Oct. 1-4.
As both a Diamond and Wiegenstien Sponsor, SCP is looking forward to meeting with the
esteemed emergency medicine delegates at the industry’s principal event of the year.
Convention delegates can visit SCP at booth #923 to discuss career opportunities in
emergency medicine, and meet with our medical leaders.
Additionally, as the exclusive sponsor of ACEP’s 50th anniversary opening party, SCP will
be hosting a night of dancing and entertainment in San Diego’s historic Gaslamp Quarter
on October 1 from 7 - 10 p.m. Delegates will enjoy exquisite cuisine in this historic section
of the city along with music by Haute Chile and other local DJs. After the block party
ends at 10 p.m., the fun continues at nearby Jolt’n Joes after.
Residents will have the opportunity to meet SCP recruiters and medical leaders during the
Emergency Medicine Residents’ Association (EMRA) Job & Fellowship Fair October 1 in
the Grand Ballroom at the San Diego Marriott Marquis. Representatives from SCP’s West,
North Central, South Central, North East, and South East regions will be available to
discuss nationwide career opportunities at SCP.
SCP is also a proud sponsor of ACEP’s 50th Anniversary Museum special exhibit featuring
“The Women of Emergency Medicine.” Delegates can learn more about ACEP and SCP’s
advocacy efforts in an upcoming article in ACEPNow, ACEP & Schumacher Clinical
Partners: United We Stand by Randy Pilgrim, MD, FACEP, Enterprise Chief Medical
Officer.
Follow SCP on Facebook and Twitter for live updates throughout the event, and share
your #MomentsThatMatter – those milestones that stand out in your medical career!
For more information on Schumacher Clinical Partners’ presence at ACEP, visit SCP’s event
page. For additional information about ACEP, visit ACEP.org.
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